dent and coney

By FRANK DENT and DON CONEY

We know you are anxiously awaiting the statistics of the elections (number of YOWLS, He-Bee's, etc. that were elected) However we wish to make a comprehensive survey of Rondelet, Class, Student Senate, Honor Council, College, Library Staff, and Janitor elections...we promise results as soon as they are available. We are open for bribes to falsify reports.

Have you heard what's coming off this weekend? Clothes.

Keep Smiling

The Health Service is offering a special shot this week...bourbon...no actually it's the same stuff you get for a spinal block. This shot is for those who lost but must KEEP SMILING in order to be elected to a college office. It works wonders. Only one slight disadvantage.

Can't Break It

Since the drug's effects last a week, it is impossible to break the frozen smile...even at night. Thus you have to keep dusting off your teeth and take your food intravenously. However, you're BOUND to win...and after all this IS the important thing.

48 Days Left

With 48 days left until graduation, it's time to stop and take account of yourself and your activities. Ask yourself if your effort is worthy of attaining the grade which you want. When you have answered that question, then make plans. (Who's She?) Or, in the wise words of a Math 100, Physics 100, Chemistry 120 student "Flunk out now and avoid the Rush!" Speaking of Rush.

Good ole Jones College is passing out a questionnaire concerning first or second semester Smile-Fest...grade qualifications, number of times drunk, etc. We have a recommendation that would solve all problems. We think that two lits should be formed. The Virgins and the Non-Virgins. This would have several advantages!

1. It is in keeping with the administration's policy of changing everything every year.

2. It would abolish (shhhh!) dirty...rush...because everyone would be ashamed to say they were non-virgins and therefore everyone would belong to the same lit! Q.E.D.

A Car Trap

Have you noticed how many times the hedges have been dug up behind the library? Four times in the last four weeks. There is a reason. The administration is secretly building a car trap. It is very similar to an elephant trap. They are digging a real deep hole and covering it with a thin layer of concrete. Some unsuspecting student drives along and drops in.

All Three of Them

The proctor runs up and plasters tickets all over his car and immediately notifies the Dean...all three of them. The deans call you, telling you that
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your car must be out in ten (10) minutes, you must pay $300.00 damage, $12.50 parking ticket and you can’t call a wrecker to help you remove the car because the Institute is private property and only the R.I. wrecking monopoly company trucks can come on campus and they don’t touch cars whose owners owe money to the Institute.
“Can you tell me why, Mr. Dims?”
“Because.”
“Oh, I see. I never thought of it that way before.”